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Abstract—Interaction between mixing and crystallization is often 
ignored despite the fact that it affects almost every aspect of the 
operation including nucleation, growth, and maintenance of the 
crystal slurry. This is especially pronounced in multiple impeller 
systems where flow complexity is increased. By choosing proper 
mixing parameters, what closely depends on the knowledge of the 
hydrodynamics in a mixing vessel, the process of batch cooling 
crystallization may considerably be improved. The values that render 
useful information when making this choice are mixing time and 
power consumption. The predominant motivation for this work was 
to investigate the extent to which radial dual impeller configuration 
influences mixing time, power consumption and consequently the 
values of metastable zone width and nucleation rate. In this research, 
crystallization of borax was conducted in a 15 dm3 baffled batch 
cooling crystallizer with an aspect ratio (H/T) of 1.3. Mixing was 
performed using two straight blade turbines (4-SBT) mounted on the 
same shaft that generated radial fluid flow. Experiments were 
conducted at different values of N/NJS ratio (impeller speed/ 
minimum impeller speed for complete suspension), D/T ratio 
(impeller diameter/crystallizer diameter), c/D ratio (lower impeller 
off-bottom clearance/impeller diameter), and s/D ratio (spacing 
between impellers/impeller diameter). Mother liquor was saturated at 
30°C and was cooled at the rate of 6°C/h. Its concentration was 
monitored in line by Na-ion selective electrode. From the values of 
supersaturation that was monitored continuously over process time, it 
was possible to determine the metastable zone width and 
subsequently the nucleation rate using the Mersmann’s nucleation 
criterion. For all applied dual impeller configurations, the mixing 
time was determined by potentiometric method using a pulse 
technique, while the power consumption was determined using a 
torque meter produced by Himmelstein & Co. Results obtained in 
this investigation show that dual impeller configuration significantly 
influences the values of mixing time, power consumption as well as 
the metastable zone width and nucleation rate. A special attention 
should be addressed to the impeller spacing considering the flow 
interaction that could be more or less pronounced depending on the 
spacing value.  

 
Keywords—Dual impeller crystallizer, mixing time, power 

consumption, metastable zone width, nucleation rate. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

RYSTALLIZATION is a valuable separation and 
purification technique in many domains, such as 
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chemical, pharmaceutical and food industries. If 
crystallization is conducted in a stirred vessel, mixing can 
affect crystallization kinetics and consequently the properties 
of the product, including crystal size distribution, purity and 
morphology. Although it has been empirically known that 
impeller and crystallizer geometry have a considerable effect 
on the product, this problem has rarely been quantitatively 
investigated [1]–[3] and in many cases crystallization is 
carried out without any optimization of the hydrodynamic 
conditions [4], [5].  

In a mixing vessel (which crystallizer in this research is), 
the flow pattern generated by impellers is a strong function of 
mixing characteristics such as type of the impeller, geometry 
of the impeller, presence or absence of the baffles, geometry 
of the reactor and rheological properties of the fluid [6]. In 
order to obtain a desired product, each crystallizer, regardless 
of its size, requires a proper selection of the mixing 
characteristics. 

To what degree a certain system is mixed, can be assessed 
by several parameters, with mixing time as the most important 
one [7]. It is defined as the time necessary to achieve a given 
homogeneity from the non-equilibrium level after a small 
volume of tracer has been injected into the mixing vessel [8]. 
Over the past decades, numerous studies on this subject have 
been published [9]–[15]. The majority of which has been 
conducted in a single impeller system, which is adequate for 
small scale processes. However, for plant scale, a multiple 
impeller system with an aspect ratio higher than one is a more 
desirable option. In these systems, mixing time has rarely been 
investigated and is still an open issue.  

The aim of this work was to investigate how dual radial 
impeller configuration influences mixing time and power 
consumption in a batch cooling crystallizer. The effect of the 
same configurations on the nucleation rate of borax 
decahydrate (in a batch cooling crystallizer was tested as well.  

Boron compounds, including borax decahydrate, have a 
wide range of applications almost in all manufacturing areas, 
except food [16]. The production of borax crystals of a certain 
composition and crystal size distribution is dependent on 
crystallization kinetics which in turn is dependent on fluid 
dynamics of the suspension.  

This study gives a contribution to establishing an efficient 
dual impeller configuration for the process of batch cooling 
crystallization of borax.  

Impact of Mixing Parameters on Homogenization of 
Borax Solution and Nucleation Rate in Dual Radial 

Impeller Crystallizer 
A. Kaćunić, M. Ćosić, N. Kuzmanić 
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II.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Experiments were performed in a laboratory-scale (15 dm3) 
stirred batch cooling crystallizer (Fig. 1). The crystallizer was 
a cylindrical flat bottom vessel with an internal diameter (dT) 
of 0.24 m and liquid height to tank diameter (H/dT) of 1.3. 
This aspect ratio enabled an investigation of a dual impeller 
system. Both impellers were radial straight blade turbines 
(SBT), mounted on the same shaft. The vessel was equipped 
with four baffles placed at 90° around the vessel periphery.  
 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the apparatus (1: crystallizer, 2: 
impeller, 3: Na-ISE concentration measurement system, 4: 

thermostat, 5: torque sensor, 6: torque measurement system, 7: 
electromotor, 8: temperature measurement system, 9: computer) 

 
All measurements (excluding the ones which relate to the 

investigation of an influence of N/NJS) were conducted at the 
critical impeller speed which ensured the state of complete 
suspension - NJS. The value of this impeller speed was 
determined for each tested configuration, using a visual 0.9H 
method according to [17]. The method defines NJS as the speed 
at which the slurry height reaches 0.9 of the total liquid height. 
It should be noted that at the same time, at all examined 
configurations, Zwitering’s “one second criterion” was met 
[18].  

A. Mixing Time and Power Consumption Measurements 

In this research, mixing time - t95 was defined as the time 
needed for a concentration to reach and remain within 5% of 
the final value [19]. It was measured by potentiometric method 
using a pulse technique. The moment of the tracer injection 
was taken as an initial point of measurement of the mixing 
time. The point where the signal remained almost constant, 
that is where the normalized terminal potentiometric signal 
was within ±5 %, was taken as a truncation point of the 
measurement. Measurements were conducted in the same 
reactor, shown in Fig. 1. Sodium chloride solution (10 cm3, 2 
mol dm-3) was used as a tracer. Distilled water was used as a 
continuous phase, since its physical properties were almost 
identical to the ones of saturated solution of borax. The tracer 
was injected with a syringe approximately 1 cm below the 
surface, mid-way between the adjacent baffles and at 0.5 R, 

where R is the radius of the vessel. An addition of the tracer 
did not alter the rheological properties of the continuous 
phase.  

The change in potential, caused by the tracer, was measured 
by the Na-ISE placed symmetrically to the injection point with 
respect to the shaft, at position 0.86 H from the tank bottom. 
In preliminary studies, the Na-ISE was checked for linearity of 
its response, which was found to be very good. Data was 
continuously monitored using an appropriate application. To 
confirm the values of the mixing time obtained, all 
measurements were repeated at least five times. The 
reproducibility of the measurement was within four percent. In 
this research, mixing time is presented in its dimensionless 
form - as an N·t95 value, where N is the impeller speed. 

Power consumption was calculated from the values of 
torque measured by a torque meter produced by Himmelstein 
& Co. 

B. Batch Cooling Crystallization of Borax Decahydrate 

Saturated borax solution was prepared by dissolving 99.9 % 
pure borax decahydrate in excess regarding the solubility data 
(Eti Maden Isletmeleri, Turkey) in ultrapure water (κ=0.054 
µS cm-1) [20]–[25] at 30 °C. In order to remove residual salt 
and any possible impurities, the solution was filtered through a 
cake of diatomaceous earth by vacuum filtration. Thereafter, 
prepared saturated solution was cooled at constant cooling rate 
of 6 °C h-1. Temperature control was accomplished by a 
programmable thermostatic bath (Medingen TC 250) and an 
appropriate data acquisition system. During the process, 
concentration change of borax solution was monitored in line 
using the Na-ion selective electrode (Na-ISE).  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The first part of the research was related to the investigation 
of mixing time. It was measured for different operating 
conditions, impeller speed - N/NJS, impeller diameter - D/T, 
off-bottom clearance - c/D and impeller spacing - s/D 
respectively.  

The second part of the research consisted of determination 
of the nucleation rate of borax decahydrate in a batch cooling 
crystallizer at the same stated conditions.  

The fundamental thermodynamic driving force of 
crystallization is given by the change of chemical potential 
between standing and equilibrium state [26]. Since chemical 
potential is a quantity that is not easy to measure, for the sake 
of convenience, the driving force (supersaturation) is 
expressed as the difference between the measured 
concentration of the mother liquor, c, and the equilibrium 
concentration, c

*, which was determined from the solubility 
data [27], [28].  

Solubility data of borax decahydrate presented on Fig. 2 (a) 
was determined in previously published work [29]. Fig. 2 (b) 
shows a typical example of the supersaturation change during 
a batch cooling crystallization of borax. In all experiments, 
supersaturation profiles were similar to the one shown in Fig. 
2 (b). At t=0, crystallizer is filled with a just-saturated 
solution. As the temperature of the solution decreases, the 
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solution begins to be supersaturated at a constant rate. The 
supersaturation increases, reaches a peak and then decreases. 
Linear increment of supersaturation is a function of salt 
solubility and cooling rate and it does not depend on mixing 
conditions. On the other hand, the maximum values of 
supersaturation (∆cmax) as well as the subsequent decrease of 
supersaturation depend on examined mixing parameters. At 
the maximum value of supersaturation, ∆cmax, spontaneous 
nucleation takes place, thus this value corresponds to the 
maximum supersaturation e.g. the metastable zone width 
expressed in terms of concentration. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Concentration and solubility change over process time (a), 
supersaturation profile (b) 

 
Various mechanisms are proposed to correlate a nucleation 

process and metastable zone width. In an unseeded batch 
cooling crystallizer, the primary nucleation mechanism occurs 
dominantly. In these systems, a homogenous primary 
nucleation occurs only if a supersaturated solution is free of 
any particle. On the contrary, a heterogeneous primary 
nucleation takes place in the presence of foreign particles. The 
total rate of nucleation, N, is the sum of the four contributing 
mechanisms: 

 
� � ���� � ���� � �	
� � ����       (1) 

 
where, Nhom, Nhet, Nsur and Natt are the rates of homogeneous, 
heterogeneous, secondary surface nucleation, and the rate of 
attrition induced secondary nucleation. Kim and Mersmann 

[30] proposed that only one contribution is dominant in a 
given range of supersaturation. They suggested a rapid, simple 
and indirect method (Fig. 3) to determine the nucleation 
mechanism in a classical nucleation theory by measuring the 
degree of supersaturation and solubility at a constant cooling 
rate.  

 

 

Fig. 3 Mersmann’s nucleation criterion 
 
Data obtained in this study were marked on the graph 

shown in Fig. 3 which presents a relation between 
dimensionless metastable zone width (∆cmax/cc) and 
dimensionless solubility (c*/cc), where cc is crystal molar 
density. It was found that the heterogeneous primary 
nucleation is the dominating mechanism in examined systems 
(Fig. 3). In that case, nucleation rate can be calculated by [31], 
[32]:  

 

���� � 0.965 ∙ ���� ���
��� �∆����

��  !
" ∙ #$ ∙ ln ��

�∗ ∙ exp+,1.19 ∙ $ ∙ ./0�1�1∗ 2
"

34∙/0 5678  (2) 

 

where, ϕhet is the heterogeneity factor, DAB is the bulk 
diffusivity, dm is the molecule diameter, f is the reduction 
factor (for heterogeneous nucleation 0 < f < 1, it depends on 
the contact angle between the surface of the foreign particles 
and the surface of the nucleus), cc presents crystal molar 
density, v number of ions per molecule and S is relative 
supersaturation. Calculation was carried out with DAB=10-10 
m2/s [33] and cc=4.48 mol/dm3 which was valid for estimated 
parameters of  ϕhet=10-11 and f=0.1 [34].  
  

 

Fig. 4 Dimensionless mixing time and nucleation rate vs. 
dimensionless impeller speed 
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Results on Fig. 4 show dependence of dimensionless 
mixing time (N·t95) and nucleation rate on dimensionless 
impeller speed (N/NJS). A decrease in nucleation rate, in nuclei 
per m3·s, is a consequence of higher level of turbulence, i.e. 
greater value of the N/NJS ratio, which caused narrowing of the 
metastable zone.  

 

 

Fig. 5 Dimensionless mixing time and nucleation rate vs. 
dimensionless impeller diameter 

 
Decrease in the value of mixing time with an increase of 

impeller diameter (D/T) was observed. As is shown in Fig. 5, 
the values of mixing time show tendency of approaching a 
constant value. At the same time, the value of nucleation rate 
is increased. The reason for this lies in the fact that radial flow 
impellers impose essentially shear stress to the fluid. The 
larger the impeller more pronounced the shear forces that 
break stable nuclei in formation are. This postponed 
nucleation i.e. widened the metastable zone and resulted in the 
highest nucleation rate in this investigation.  

 

 

Fig. 6 Dimensionless mixing time and nucleation rate vs. 
dimensionless impeller off-bottom clearance 

 
Results of the experiments shown in Figs. 4 and 5 were 

conducted at constant impeller position where c/D and s/D 
equaled 1. However, as several studies have shown [35]–[37], 
impeller position does matter. Depending on the impeller off-
bottom clearance and/or impeller spacing, the overall fluid 
flow in the vessel can differ greatly. As was presumed, our 
investigation showed that both mixing time and nucleation 
rate are influenced by the impeller position as can be seen on 
Figs. 6 and 7. A parabolic dependence of mixing time on the 
values of off-bottom clearance has a minimum at c/D=0.6. 

Depending on the values of impeller off-bottom clearance and 
impeller spacing, Rutherford et al. [38] divided stable flow 
patterns in multiple impeller systems into three types: parallel, 
merging, and diverging flow. If a lower impeller is too close to 
the vessel bottom (in our research this was at c/D=0.2), a 
diverging flow will form. In that case, lower impeller stream 
follows a path toward and impinges upon the base of the 
vessel. Practically, it is not able to fully “develop” and its 
contribution to the overall fluid flow in the vessel is 
weakened. The value of heterogeneous nucleation rate 
calculated for c/D=0.2 confirms this, as it is relatively high 
which was a consequence of the described diverging flow. 
From c/D =0.6 to 1.3, nucleation rate increases.  

Depending on the impeller spacing, an interaction of the 
fluid flow generated by each impeller can be more or less 
pronounced. Results shown in Fig. 7 indicate that both mixing 
time and nucleation rate increase with an increment of 
impeller spacing.  

Among other, two extremes are investigated here. The first 
one is when impeller spacing equals zero. In that case, two 
impellers acted like one but with modified geometric 
characteristics where dimensionless impeller blade width, w/D 
was equal to 0.5. This resulted in the lowest value of N·t95 in 
this part of the investigation. The other extreme is when the 
two impellers are set so apart (in this case when s/D=1.5) that 
the flows which they generate are completely independent of 
each other. This resulted in poor mixing in the region between 
the impellers and the highest value of N·t95 in all examined 
configurations.  

 

 

Fig. 7 Dimensionless mixing time and nucleation rate vs. 
dimensionless impeller spacing 

 
Mixing time measurements showed that merging flow 

(s/D=0 to s/D=1) led to a lower value of dimensionless mixing 
time compared to the parallel (s/D=1.5) and diverging flow 
patterns (c/D=0.2). This is in accordance with the findings of 
Rutherford et al. [38]. Regarding the values of nucleation rate, 
an increase with an increment of impeller spacing was 
observed. At s/D=1.5 the rate of nucleation was among highest 
ones obtained in this investigation.  

The fact that there are no crystals present in the solution 
prior to nucleation enabled us to investigate if there is a 
correlation between the values of mixing time and nucleation 
rate. In Fig. 8, a scatter diagram of nucleation rate against 
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dimensionless mixing time, along with the values of 
correlation coefficient - r is given. It suggests that nucleation 
rate and N·t95 strongly correlate in systems where N/NJS and 
s/D were investigated. Correlation was shown to be moderate 
at D/T, c/D. These findings suggest that the nucleation rate is 
affected by the value of mixing time and in order to produce 
crystals of desired properties it should be taken into account.  

 

 

Fig. 8 Scatter diagram of nucleation rate against dimensionless 
mixing time 

 
TABLE I 

POWER CONSUMPTION VALUES FOR TESTED SYSTEMS 

Mixing parameter P/m (W/kg) 

N/NJS 
(at D/T=0.33, 
c/D, s/D=1) 

1 3.35 

1.33 8.00 

1.67 15.69 

2 20.56 

D/T 
(at N/NJS, 

c/D, s/D=1) 

0.27 4.93 

0.33 3.35 

0.40 2.51 

c/D 

(at D/T=0.33, 
N/NJS, s/D=1) 

0.2 0.81 

0.6 2.12 

1 3.35 

1.3 7.32 

s/D 

(at D/T=0.33, 
N/NJS, c/D=1) 

0 2.11 

0.5 2.61 

1 3.35 

1.5 6.16 

 
In this research, the effect of the mixing parameters 

(impeller speed, size and position) on power consumption was 
investigated as well. This value represents the energy brought 
into the system through impellers and it is usually represented 
as the ratio of power consumed per unit mass - P/m. Power 
was calculated using (3) 

 
9 � 2; ∙ � ∙ <         (3) 

where < represents torque which was measured continuously.  
Results showed that power consumption increased with an 

increment of N/NJS. An increase of impeller diameter resulted 
in lowering of the power consumption. The reason for this lies 
in the fact that all experiments (except the ones where N/NJS 
was tested) were conducted at the values N=NJS. The larger the 
impeller the lower impeller speed is required to ensure the 
state of complete suspension.  

Impeller position reflects on the amount of the power 
consumed as well. It was found that the value of P/m increases 
with an increment of both impeller off-bottom clearance and 
impeller spacing. These results are directly linked to the value 
of critical impeller speed (NJS). The fact is that the speed at 
which the state of complete suspension is achieved is 
dependent on the impeller position. Since its value increased 
with an increment of c/D and s/D (as a consequence of the 
existence of zones of lower mixedness at certain impeller 
positions), it directly reflected on the values of power 
consumed per unit mass.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a dependence of dimensionless mixing time 
and nucleation rate of borax decahydrate on mixing 
parameters (impeller speed, size and position) was found. It 
suggests that in order to obtain a product of desired properties, 
a dual impeller crystallizer with specific mixing parameters 
should be considered. Obviously, different mixing parameters 
result in different flow patterns, the effect of which (on the 
crystallization kinetics of borax decahydrate) will be 
investigated in the future.  
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